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CELTIC WONDER
The discovery of an embroidery by Maud Gonne adds to her
allure and mystery, writes Christian Dupont
Tales. She asked Gonne to create pen- ‘Fellowship of the Four Jewels’ – a refand-ink drawings to serve as head and erence to the four treasures bequeathed
tailpieces for the stories and other tex- to Ireland by the race of immortals
tual ornaments. Gonne had mixed with known as the Tuatha Dé Danann (the
artists while living in Paris, and dis- Tribe of the Goddess Dana): the Sword
played talents of her own in the sketches, of Light of Nuada, the Spear of Lugh, the
watercolors, and pastel portraits she Cauldron of the Dagda, and the Stone
would occasionally produce.
of Fal. Representations of these elements
Gonne worked several of her designs are found in Gonne’s illustrations for
for Young’s book into a large embroi- Celtic Wonder Tales and in the side comdered panel. It lay neglected in a partments of the embroidery.
The upper and lower compartments
closet for decades, suffering damage
on that account, until it was given by include images of swans modelled on
Gonne’s granddaughter Anna MacBride those Gonne created for Celtic Wonder
White to friend and collector Loretta Tales to accompany ‘The Children of
Clarke Murray, who had it profession- Lir,’ a legend in which King Lir’s chil1
ally conserved.
dren are turned into swans by his
illiam Butler Yeats became
Whether it was to be displayed as a jealous wife, Aoife.
infatuated with Maud Gonne banner, used as a table covering for mysThe embroidery also incorporates the
for her statuesque beauty and tical rites, or serve another purpose is flags of the four provinces of Ireland,
intense, outspoken manner. Hanna not yet clear. In a letter to WB Yeats clockwise from the upper right: Ulster
Sheehy-Skeffington respected her as from November 1912, Gonne mentioned (red hand), Leinster (harp), Munster
an advocate and ally in the struggle for that she would bring him ‘the design for (three crowns), Connacht (eagle and
women’s rights. Yet few appreciated her
artistic skills. Her friend Ella Young, a WHETHER IT WAS TO BE DISPLAYED AS A BANNER, USED
poet and folklorist, encouraged them. AS A TABLE COVERING FOR MYSTICAL RITES, OR SERVE
Young was drawn to Gonne through ANOTHER PURPOSE IS NOT CLEAR
Inghinidhe na hÉireann (Daughters of
Ireland), the Irish nationalist wom- the embroidery’ – possibly a reference sword). These, together with the large
en’s organization that Gonne founded to this panel. Yeats had been initiated central image of a rising sun (Gal Gréine,
in 1900. Young worked closely with into the hermetic Order of the Golden or sunburst), which had been adopted
Gonne and other members to educate Dawn in 1890, and in 1908 experienced by nationalist groups like the Fenians
Irish girls about their cultural and lin- a mystical marriage with Gonne. In and Inghinidhe na hÉireann, represent a
guistic heritage.
1916, Yeats, Young, Gonne, and another desire for Irish unity grounded in tradiYoung and Gonne also shared a pen- poet-artist, and mystical writer, their tional cultural symbols and mythologies.
is the fifth in a series of articles on Burns Library and its
chant for mysticism and mythology. In long-time friend Æ (George Russell), This
collections that attempts to provide context for appreciating
1910, Young published a compilation formed a Celtic mystery school based the work of Irish artists and their reception in America.
of her ‘retellings’ of fourteen ancient on Irish (rather than Egyptian) mythol- Christian Dupont is Burns Librarian and Associate
University Librarian for Special Collections at Boston
Irish myths under the title Celtic Wonder ogy and magic. It became known as the College, Boston USA
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